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HEAD OF SCHOOL’S NOTE

A FINAL BIT OF EASTER….

Welcome back to probably the strangest start to a summer term for us

We enjoyed these last-minute egg entries in the run-up to

all ever! I do hope that all of our Hamlet families are keeping safe and

Easter. There were just too good not to share with you all.

well.

Thank you Noah and Jasper, and Max – they made us smile!

I want to thank you all for supporting our Hamleteers with their
engagement through Google Classroom. I thoroughly enjoyed
watching the ‘streams’ develop across the 12 classes over the Easter
holidays. It was a joy to sense the connection between the children
and teachers, and I have to admit, I became quite addicted! You and
the children have clearly been incredibly creative and imaginative with
your time together. A special mention has to go to Reuben in 5P who
has learnt to use a sewing machine! He treated 5P to a video of him
making masks from scratch which he has sent in for the teachers in Key
Worker school. He made a second, improved design which include
wire on the nose for as he says: ‘a
more effective fit’. Bravo Reuben
and a massive ‘thank you’ from all of
us at school.
Our online learning on GC has started to take shape this week, and we
have been closely monitoring how this has been working. While still in

Noah 5N & Jasper 4O

Max M 5N

FURTHER SUPPORT FOR REMOTE EDUCATION

its infancy, we are learning at an incredible rate with what is working
well, and what needs adjusting. I do hope you were able to note the

If you should feel that you need anything further to

actions we are taking onboard already to amend GC, contained in the

support/supplement your child’s home learning, this week has

email sent to you earlier this week. As we said, we will be

seen the launch of several online resources with DfE backing.

disseminating a questionnaire to you at the end of next week, and we

They have published a set of high-quality resources on GOV.UK,

will welcome your feedback to support us in further refining our home

and many suppliers are making their own resources, both

learning provision.

online and hard-copy, available to schools for free, including:

What is clear to us, is that it is an exceptionally difficult task to ‘pitch’
our home learning to suit every family. Your individual circumstances
are all so unique, and the way we all manage our time can change from
day to day. Some of you have told us that we are providing too much
and are feeling over-loaded, some of you are saying there is not
enough – please see the section to the right of this which may help
you, and some of you are finding that it is suiting your home
arrangements well at this time. My message to you all this week is
please take from our offering, and that available beyond school, what
works for you and your child. We are all learning together here. If all

• Oak National Academy - this is a brand-new enterprise
created by 40 teachers from some of the leading schools
across England and backed by government grant funding.
It will provide 180 video lessons each week, created by
teachers for teachers, across a broad range of subjects
from maths to art to languages, for every year group from
Reception through to Year 10.
• The BBC is delivering an education package across TV and
online, featuring celebrities and teachers – helping to
keep children learning and supporting parents.

tasks are not completed, that is fine. We would like the English and
maths tasks to take priority, coupled with ongoing reading, spelling
and our usual online maths activities. But whatever you are doing, you
are doing great! Thank you for your continued support and the many
kind messages we are receiving – they are very much appreciated.

Further details on all types of remote learning can be found on
GOV.UK

HIGH PRAISE FOR ECO COUNCIL!!!

SUPPORT FOR MENTAL HEALTH

You may recall back in February, our Eco Council prepared

South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust has

and delivered a terrific presentation at the ‘Speak Up for the

opened a temporary ‘phone first’ Crisis Assessment Unit to

Climate’ event, hosted by Dulwich & West Norwood Climate

support those in the community who need urgent mental

Coalition. Please see below for a well-deserved letter in

health care during the coronavirus pandemic. To find out

response to this from Helen Hayes MP.

more about this service, please click on this link:
https://slam.nhs.uk/media/news/assessment-unit-set-upto-support-patients-in-crisis-during-coronavirus-pandemic
We have also sign-posted you in the past to the work of
Young Minds. Follow this link to find advice for parents on
supporting their child’s mental health, managing isolation
with family, and accessing support during ‘lockdown’:
https://youngminds.org.uk/find-help/forparents/supporting-your-child-during-the-coronaviruspandemic/

GOOGLE CLASSROOM - MUSIC
We have now welcomed all of our young instrumentalists
to their very own GC for their specific music tutor. If you
haven’t already, see the email sent on Thursday with your
child’s code and simple instructions on how to join. They
will find a welcome video from Miss Campbell and our
music tutors, as well as an activity sheet that they can
access whatever instrument they play, whatever level they
are at, just to get everyone going.
The tutors will prepare and offer one activity per week for
their pupils, to provide them with momentum and give
them new things to try. Miss Campbell will be ‘running’ the
classrooms and will be the liaison between children and
tutors – certainly at these early stages of development.
We are mindful how frustrating it can be for our musicians
to play on instruments that need tuning (specifically strings)
and instruments that may require a little tlc (specifically
brass that may need some valve adjustment/oiling). We are
putting together a plan whereby we can help with this
safely. Please look out for email communications over the
next week or so with further information.
If you do have any instrumental related questions, please
contact Miss Campbell via email:
scampbell17.210@lgflmail.org

